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Abstract:
Cloud computing has become the dominant computing model in recent years. The flexibility and
cost savings made possible through migration to a cloud have encouraged many companies to
use clouds for their critical applications. Unfortunately, today's clouds have major security issues
related to the confidentiality, integrity, availability, and privacy of the data and applications
outsourced to the cloud. Multi-tenancy and other inherent properties of the cloud computing
model have introduced novel attack surfaces and threats. Clouds and their clients are also the
target of new types of attacks that threaten their trustworthiness, reliability, and economic
sustainability. Unless these issues are resolved, clouds cannot and should not be used for
sensitive data such as financial transactions or medical records.
In this talk, I will discuss the major security issues in cloud computing, and present an
overview of open problems. By systematically exploring the state of the art in cloud computing
security, I will formulate the key security research questions that we need to resolve before cloud
computing can become mainstream. Finally, I will highlight some unexplored research areas in
cloud security and also discuss some fundamental shortcomings of current approaches to cloud
security research.
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